ABSTRACT In this paper, we study the effect of users' height distribution on the coverage probability of millimeter-wave (mmWave) cellular networks that utilize three-dimensional beamforming (3DBF). The users and base stations (BSs) are equipped with multiple antennas and both line-of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS links exist in the channel which are, respectively, modeled by the Nakagami-m and Rayleigh distribution. In this setup, we investigate the tilt angle optimization of the BS antenna arrays for maximizing the coverage probability under two regimes of noise limited and interference limited. In both cases, by adopting a stochastic geometry approach, we analytically derive the coverage probability, and then, find the optimal tilt angle that maximizes this probability. In addition, in the noise limited regime, we show that the optimal tilt angle depends on the average distance between each user and its serving BS and also their effective height. In the interference-limited regime, we further consider different rules for associating users to the BSs. Meanwhile, since in this regime, the tilt angle optimization is very complex, we propose a low complexity approach to find the optimal tilt angle that has a performance close to the optimal solution. We further study the asymptotic behavior when the density of the BSs or signal-to-interference ratio tends to infinity or zero. Finally, through the numerical simulations, we show that using the 3DBF and also incorporating the users' height distribution in the tilt angle optimization lead to a substantial improvement in the coverage probability of the mmWave cellular networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
The constantly growing demand for high capacity and low latency communications has enforced many challenges to the design of next generation cellular networks. The fast increment in the number of connected devices and richer media content which must be delivered to user equipments anywhere and at any time have given significant importance to improving the network performance in terms of coverage and capacity [1] , [2] . One of the potential techniques is three dimensional beamforming (3DBF) in which the main idea is to steer the radiation patterns to desired directions in 3D space and therefore increasing the signal power at the intended receivers and reducing interference [3] , [4] . To this end, adjusting the elevation angle of the BS antenna pattern,
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known as tilt angle, has the main role. This brings a significant improvement in the network performance compared to the conventional 2D beamforming (2DBF) methods which only steer the beams in the horizontal domain. In general this adjustment is not a trivial task due to complicated non-linear dependency of the performance metrics on the tilt angle [5] , [6] . In practical scenarios, an active antenna system (AAS) is utilized to implement the 3DBF [3] . AAS provides us with the ability to adaptively steer the antenna array beam pattern electronically through controlling phase and amplitude of each antenna element signal [7] . This is a great potential candidate for addressing the adaptability demands in next generation cellular networks and self organizing networks (SON) solutions [8] . Tilt angle optimization via AAS, is one of the main candidates proposed for SON [9] , [10] . Another promising technology for next generation wireless networks is millimeter wave (mmWave) systems. The mmWave frequency bands have many advantages including larger bandwidth, more frequency reuse and higher data rates [11] , [12] . But, on the other hand, diverse range of absorption and path loss, make the mmWave networks prone to problems like the blockage effect which is caused by buildings and human bodies [2] . Owing to the shorter wavelength in the mmWave frequency bands, a larger number of antenna elements can be fitted in a reasonably sized array which gives more degrees of freedom in designing the 3DBF techniques. Meanwhile to investigate the performance of cellular networks, techniques based on stochastic geometry (SG) have attracted a lot of interests recently [13] , [14] . Simplifying the analyses, providing lower bound of the network performance and modeling near to real scenarios are among the advantages of the SG approaches. The SG tool provides a useful and tractable paradigm for analyzing the performance metric of the network e.g. coverage probability, ergodic rate, and bit error rate probability [15] .
In most of the previous works on 3DBF, height of the users are either ignored or assumed to be constant which are not consistent with real scenarios. In the practical scenarios, some of the users are indoor and the remaining are located in outdoors. In the case of the mmWave network, we cannot assume walls and floors shielding the communications, so rather indoor multi-level structures as shopping malls, exhibition centers and large hotel lobby areas with common open space covering several floors. Furthermore, the outdoor users in a more realistic model can experience different geographical height differences in urban area specially when they are located on elevated outdoor structures (e.g., bridges, staircases, and stadium). Although modeling the user positions on the ground and in a two dimensional (2D) coordinate system simplifies the analyses, the performance loss due to ignoring a practical 3D environment can be intolerable. In a practical 3D environment, height of the users should be modeled with a suitable random distribution.
Motivated by the above facts, in this paper we propose a mmWave network that utilizes 3DBF and then investigate the effect of the user height distribution on the coverage probability of this network. The tilt angle parameter of the AAS's employed in the BS's are controlled via a centralized control center and can be changed adaptively in response to network variations or users activities. We exploit a SG tool to mathematically analyze the coverage probability and then find the optimal tilt angle of the BS antenna arrays. We consider a mmWave cellular network in which the BSs are distributed according to a Poisson point process PPP) in the x-y plane (on the ground) and they have fixed height in the z axis. The users are outdoor and randomly placed at different heights that are drawn from a probability distribution. In the environment both line of sight (LOS) and non-LOS (NLOS) propagation conditions exist and they are respectively modeled by Nakagami-m and Rayleigh distribution. In this setup we investigate the tilt angle optimization for maximizing the coverage probability under two regimes of noise limited and interference limited systems. In both cases, by using tools from the SG approach, we analytically derive the coverage probability of the network and then find the optimal tilt angle that maximizes the coverage probability. We show that in the noise limited regime, the optimal tilt angle depends on the average distance of each user to its serving BS and also their effective height. In addition, in the interference limited regime, we further consider different rules for associating users to the BSs namely nearest BS (NBS), minimum path loss BS (MPLBS) and the strongest BS (SBS). In this regime, the tilt angle optimization is very complex and hence we propose a low complexity approach to find the optimal tilt angle and show that the proposed approach has a performance close to the optimal solution. We further study the asymptotic behavior of the coverage probability when the density of the BSs tends to infinity or zero and also when the signal to interference ratio tends to infinity or zero. Finally, through numerical simulations, we show that using the 3DBF and also including the users height distribution in the tilt angle optimization result in substantial improvements in the coverage performance of the mmWave cellular networks.
A. RELATED WORKS
The area spectral efficiency (ASE) and the coverage probability in the downlink transmission of ultra-dense small cell networks assuming constant height for the users and BSs is derived in [16] . Therein the effective height between the transmitter and receiver is assumed to be constant and multipath fading distribution for LOS paths is assumed to be Rician while the NLOS path propagation is assumed to be Rayleigh. In [17] , temporal evaluation of the blocking effect by considering the effect of the users height in a simplified mmWave network is studied. In [18] the effect of base station (BS) antenna height and BS density on the coverage of a mmWave network is considered when the distribution of the LOS and NLOS propagation paths are different. The optimal density and height of BSs are obtained for some special cases. In [19] a multi-objective dynamic optimization is presented for maximizing the coverage of the network based on system cell cite planning parameters (i.e. BS transmit power, antenna height, tilt angle). A common system model simplification in most of these works is the uniform isotropic antenna radiation pattern. On the other hand some other works do not consider an isotropic antenna radiation pattern and use the 3DBF to steer the radiation pattern in desired directions.
The impact of optimal tilt angle on the performance of the network is studied in [5] , [6] , [9] , [20] - [24] . The tilt angle optimization is performed to either reduce the multi-cell interference or to maximize the desired signal power of users in a single cell. In [21] , the problem of joint optimization of tilt angle and base station density in multi-tier networks is proposed. In [22] , it is shown that a random placement of the users in the height domain affects the optimal tilt angle drastically. Authors in [23] investigate BS antenna downtilt adjusting for maximizing the coverage probability and area spectral efficiency. They consider the downlink of a cellular network assuming that the BSs and the users are equipped with an antenna array which is modeled with a single antenna, capable of adjusting tilt angle. Also, sub-6GHz frequencies and constant effective height are assumed. Finally, in [24] , the problem of maximizing the energy efficiency of mmWave cellular networks via tilt angle optimization is considered. Therein, the BSs and users are equipped with an antenna array and a simplified channel model is assumed. In this paper also, an uniform linear array and constant effective height are assumed.
B. CONTRIBUTIONS
Our main contributions are as follows:
1) Using a stochastic geometry approach, we study the effect of the BSs tilt angle on the coverage probability of the 3DBF enabled mmWave cellular networks. In addition, we find the optimal tilt angle that maximizes the coverage probability in the two regimes of noise limited and interference limited. 2) We consider the effect of users height on the coverage probability of the mmWave networks. For a general users height distribution, a closed-form expression for the coverage probability is derived. It is shown through numerical simulations that ignoring the users height distribution results in a significant performance degradation. 3) In the noise limited regime, a closed-form solution is derived for the optimal tilt angle when the height and distance of the users are fixed and known at the BS. In this case, the optimal tilt angle is abstained analytically as a function of the average distance between each user and its serving BS and also on their effective height. Furthermore, in a general case that the distance between the user and its serving BS and its effective height are random, we calculate an approximate tilt angle and show that it is very close to the optimal tilt angle. On the other hand, in the interference limited regime, we propose a low complexity approach for optimizing the tilt angle that performs very close to the optimal value. 4) Two different distributions for LOS and NLOS conditions are assumed in the environment. In addition, three different user association rules, namely the NBS, MPLBS and SBS are studied for deriving the coverage probability. In addition, we study the asymptotic behavior of the coverage probability when the density of the BSs and the signal to interference ratio tends to infinity or zero.
C. ORGANIZATION
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, the system model is described. Sec. III presents the derivation of the coverage probability and its relation with the tilt angle and propose a low complexity approach for maximizing the coverage probability. In Sec. IV, asymptotic scenarios are presented. Sec. V illustrates the numerical results and finally Sec. VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider the downlink of a mmWave cellular network in which BSs and users are equipped with N t and N r antennas, respectively. It is assumed that the location of the BSs is modeled as a homogeneous PPP, ∈ R 2 with density λ m , in which the location of the th BS is denoted by X . Also, it is assumed that all of the BSs are active. To evaluate this network, we use the coverage probability as performance metric. For evaluating the performance of the network in the downlink, from the Slivnyak theorem, it is sufficient to only consider a typical user located at the origin [25] . We utilize antenna port approach for modeling the received signal at the BS antenna array as considered in [26] , [27] . The channel matrix between the typical user and the th BS is denoted by H ∈ C N r ×N t and expressed as
where g represents the small scale fading, where its amplitude in the case of LOS and NLOS links is assumed to be Nakagami-m and Rayleigh distributed, respectively. Also, G (θ tilt , x , h eff ) is the vertical antenna pattern gain of the th BS at the typical user as
where as depicted in Fig. 1 , θ tilt denotes the BS antenna tilt angle, h eff = H BS − H u is the effective height (height difference between the typical user and the th BS). H BS and H u are the heights of the BSs and typical user, respectively. Also, x denotes the horizontal distance between the typical user and its serving BS. Furthermore, SLL dB and θ 3dB denote the side lobe level and 3dB beamwidth of the BS antenna pattern in the vertical domain. L (x , h eff ) in (1) denotes the path loss which is defined as
where P L (x ) and P N (x ) = 1−P L (x ) denote the probability that a link is in LOS and NLOS condition, respectively and α L and α N denote the path loss exponent for these two conditions, respectively. Finally, φ t (θ t ) and φ r (θ r ) represent the physical angle of departure (AOD) and angle of arrival (AOA) in the horizontal (vertical) domain at the th BS and the typical user, respectively. Finally, a t φ t , θ t and a r φ r , θ r respectively denote the beam steering vector at the transmitter and receiver sides which for uniform planar arrays (UPAs) are obtained as follows [28] 
where i , W i and H i are the normalized distance (to the wavelength) of the antenna elements at the transmitter/receiver side and number of the antenna elements at y and z axes, respectively. Antenna array size is N i = W i H i . As mentioned before, we assume that the height of the BS, H BS , is fixed but the typical user can be located at different heights. In general, we assume that h eff is distributed according to f h eff (h) with support D h .
It is assumed that each BS has an associated user and steers its beam to that user. Also, it is assumed that the typical user knows the AOA signal of its serving BS in the horizontal domain.
By the above assumptions, the th BS transmits a beamformed signal a t θ t , φ t s , where s denotes the data signal of the th BS to its user and E{s s H } = 1. The typical user (which is denoted by index 0) multiplies its received signal by a decoding vector a H r θ r 0 , φ r 0 and the estimated signalŝ 0 iŝ
where φ t (θ t ) denotes the AOD of the th BS to its associated user in the horizontal (vertical) domain and n ∼ CN 0, σ 2 is the received noise at the typical user. Hence, the SINR at the typical user can be written as
Because of the array structure at the transmitter and receiver, we have
where A = sin φ i sin θ i − sin φ i sin θ i and B = cos θ i − cos θ i . For simplicity of formulation we define
It is obvious from (8) that
Thus we can rewrite the SINR expression in (6) as follows
where
Using the above SINR, we derive the coverage probability in the noise limited and interference limited regimes, as described in the next section.
III. COVERAGE PROBABILITY
In this section, we derive the coverage probability for the two regimes of noise limited and interference limited systems. In these two regimes the SINR is reduced to signal to noise ratio (SNR) and signal to interference ratio (SIR), respectively. As mentioned before, we consider three different user association rules, namely the NBS, the MPLBS and the SBS. The coverage probability for the noise limited and interference limited regimes are defined as P C N = Pr {SNR ≥ τ } and P C I = Pr{SIR ≥ τ }, respectively. Here, τ denotes the SNR or SIR threshold.
A. NOISE LIMITED REGIME
In this case, by setting I = 0 in (9) the coverage probability is calculated as follows
where τ eff = σ 2 eff τ andF L (y) andF N (y) denote the power gain complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of LOS and NLOS links, respectively, and are given byF
As seen, the coverage probability depends on the tilt angle and hence it can be improved by proper adjustment of this angle. The following lemma gives us an insight about the optimal tilt angle in this regime.
Lemma 1: In the case that height and distance of the user are fixed and known at the BS, the optimal tilt angle is to the direction of the line connecting the typical user to its serving BS and is independent of the blockage and parameters of the channel fading.
Proof: As seen from equation (10), the SNR coverage probability by assuming the distance and height of the user are fixed and known at its serving BS will be By taking the derivative with respect to θ tilt and defining
By setting dP C N dθ tilt = 0 and some manipulations, we have
Therefore to find θ tilt , we need
where U (.) represents the unit step function, C 0 = 1.2 log 10,
and f 2 = atan h x − θ 3dB SLL dB 12 . Hence, by taking derivative with respect to θ tilt , we have
Consequently, it is seen from (16) that the optimal tilt angle is θ tilt = atan h x which is to the direction of the line connecting the typical user to its serving BS.
In general, distance between the typical user and its serving BS and the effective height are random. However, in the following lemma, we show that an approximated tilt angle can be found by using statistical average. By numerical results, we show that this approximated tilt angle is close to the optimal tilt angle found by the exhaustive search.
Lemma 2: In the noise limited regime, when the user's distances and effective height are random, the optimal tilt angle can be approximated by θ tilt ≈ atanh x , whereh = E h eff {h} andx = E x {x}.
Proof: By taking derivative with respect to θ tilt from (10) we have
By using Taylor series expansion aroundr = E {r} ,h = E {h}, we have
where K i , i ∈ {r, h} denotes the derivative with respect to variable i. By substituting (18) in (17), we have dP C N dθ tilt = K r,h . By setting K r,h = 0 and using the result of lemma 1, the proof is completed.
B. INTERFERENCE LIMITED REGIME
By setting σ 2 eff = 0 in (9) the coverage probability in the interference limited regime is calculated as P C I = Pr {SIR > τ }. In this regime, we consider three different user association rules and in the following we derive the coverage probability for each of them.
1) NBS ASSOCIATION RULE
In this case, the typical user is associated with its nearest BS. By defining the probability distribution of the distance R VOLUME 7, 2019 between the typical user and its associated BS as f NB R (x) = 2πλ m xe −πλ m x 2 , the coverage probability is obtained from the following theorem.
Theorem 1: In the mmWave cellular networks, by considering the 3DBF and users height distribution, using the NBS user association rule, the coverage probability is obtained as
represents the Laplace functional of the interference which is given as follows
where superscripts of Z r and Z t are omitted for simplicity. Proof: Please refer to Appendix VI for the proof. In calculation of E Z t ,Z r {K w (Z t , Z r , m, θ tilt , x, h)}, we can use a discrete binary model. In this approach, we can assume binary interference where according to (4) 
Therefore, in this case we have
2) MPLBS ASSOCIATION RULE
In this case, the typical user is associated with the BS that provides the minimum path loss. The following lemma gives the probability for the typical user to be associated with a LOS and NLOS BS.
Lemma 3: By considering the users height distribution and the minimum path loss criteria, the probability for the typical user to be associated with LOS and NLOS BS, which are denoted by A L and A N , respectively, can be derived as (25) where
The typical user connects to a LOS BS if the path loss of the NBS in L is smaller than that of the NBS in N . Therefore
where by using the null probability of a PPP, we have Pr
We denote the distance of the typical user to its LOS and NLOS BS by R L and R N , and their probability density function (PDF) by f L (r) and f N (r), respectively, which are given by the following lemma.
Lemma 4: The PDF for the distance of the typical user to its serving LOS and NLOS BS by considering the MPLBS user association rule are respectively given by
Proof: If we denote the event that the typical user is connected to the LOS BS by E L , we have
, where
where by using lemma 3 and using the fact that f L (r) = − d dr pr R L > r the proof is completed. A similar approach can be used for calculating f N (r).
In the following we derive the coverage probability by using the minimum path loss user association rule.
Theorem 2: In the mmWave cellular networks, by considering 3DBF and users height distribution, and by using the MPLBS user association rule, the coverage probability is given by
where P L c is
and in which E I F L (.) can be calculated using (48).
In addition,
Also, we have
, where we have
and L I N (z) is given by (50).
Proof: Proof is similar to the theorem 1 and is omitted here.
3) SBS ASSOCIATION RULE
The following theorem provides the coverage probability for the SBS user association rule.
Theorem 3: In the mmWave network, by considering 3DBF and users height distribution, and by using the SBS user association rule, the coverage probability is
(37) Proof: Please refer to Appendix VI for the proof. In the noise limited regime, we provided an approximated optimal tilt angle for maximizing the coverage probability. However, in the interference limited regime, to optimize the coverage probability, for each value of θ tilt , equations (19) , (30) and (3) are evaluated which are complicated functions of θ tilt . For reducing the complexity of the calculations, we propose a low complexity approach for finding the optimal value of the tilt angle. Considering the NBS association rule and the PDF of the distance between the typical user and its serving BS, i.e. f NB R (r), it is sufficient to consider ranges of r such that where h min and h max denote the minimum and maximum effective height between the typical user and its serving BS. An interesting observation is that for small values of λ m , r 0 and r 1 are large and consequently, the length of the interval containing optimal tilt angle decreases. For example if we consider θ 3dB = 6 • , SLL dB = 20dB, λ m = 10 −6 and = 0.1, then we have r 0 = 127.78 and r 1 = 976.7, which results in 0 • ≤ θ opt ≤ 9 • . However, the length of the interval containing the optimal tilt angle θ tilt for moderate values of λ m will be large. In the following we propose a low complexity approach for finding the optimal value of the tilt angle based on the above mentioned fact, i.e., we use the Taylor series expansion of the coverage probability aroundr = Notice that the proposed low complexity approach can be used in the noise limited regime too. Also, using a similar approach as in the noise limited regimes, we can use Taylor expansion to obtain an approximate value for the optimal tilt angle where we have
where it is equal to the result obtained for the noise limited regime given by lemma 2. We show that the performance of the proposed low complexity approach is very close to the optimal solution found by the exhaustive search for the corresponding user association rules.
IV. ASYMPTOTIC SCENARIOS
In this section, we consider the case when the BSs density goes to infinity or vanishes to zero. It is obvious that when λ m goes to infinity the coverage probability of the network is P L c , since all the BSs have LOS with the typical user. In the following lemma we prove that despite increasing the density of the BSs, the coverage probability tends to zero.
Lemma 5: In mmWave cellular networks with 3DBF, when the BS density tends to infinity, the coverage probability tends to zero.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix VI for the proof. Before stating the theorem for the case that λ m → 0, it is useful to note that for the nearest and strongest BS user association rules we have, respectively
Lemma 6: In mmWave cellular networks, when the BS density and the SIR threshold tend to zero, for the nearest and strongest BS user association rules, respectively we have
Proof: Please refer to Appendix VI for the proof. The following lemma investigates the behavior of the coverage probability when τ → ∞, λ m → 0.
Lemma 7: In the mmWave cellular networks, when the BS density tends toward zero and the SIR threshold tends to infinity, for the nearest and strongest BS user association rules, respectively we have
Proof: Please refer to Appendix VI for the proof.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we numerically evaluate the performance of the proposed 3DBF method in the mmWave networks and analyze the effect of the users height on the performance. In order to model users height distribution, the 3GPP specifications have proposed a discrete model for height distribution that models the user's placement on the building floors [32] which is suitable for modeling the indoor users. To model the users height distribution of outdoor users, a more suitable model is introduced in [7] . In this paper, we consider a more general model which is based on the models in [7] and [32] , which takes the majority of the users placed in a specific height into account [22] 
where 0 ≤ a ≤ 1 denotes the fraction of the users located at height h 0 and b and c are two constants depending on the environment and the height of the users. We use P L (r) = e −βr where β is the blockage parameter [30] . For the BSs and user height, we use the typical values mentioned at [28] . Also, range of the tilt angle is assumed to vary in the interval 0 • and 90 • [6] , [20] and the tilt angle variation step assumed to be 1 • [31] . First, we study the coverage probability in the noise limited regime and assess the correctness of the lemmas 1 and 2. Fig. 2 , represents the coverage probability versus the tilt angle for different values of β and h eff with λ m = 10 −5 (we consider λ m ≤ 10 −5 as the noise limited regime and the BSs density larger than this threshold as the interference limited regime). As it is seen, the optimal tilt angle equals to the horizontal angle between the typical user and its serving BS. This angle is not related to other network parameters as was proved before in the lemma 1. In this figure, the vertical lines show the optimal tilt angle obtained by lemma 1.
Also, Fig. 3 represents the coverage probability versus the tilt angle for different values of β and λ m in the noise limited regime. In this figure, the vertical line shows the optimal tilt angle obtained by lemma 2. As it is seen, the approximated tilt angle obtained in lemma 2 is very close to the optimal tilt angle. Also, these figures show that the coverage probability depends on the tilt angle and therefore by proper adjusting this angle by 3DBF, the performance can be improved.
Hereafter, we consider the coverage probability in the interference limited regime. Fig. 4 represents the effect of height on the optimal tilt angle for λ m = 10 −4 , β = 0.03. In this figure, we set a = 1 in (45), which means that the typical user is located at the height of h 0 . As it is seen, different user height will result in different optimal tilt angle. This shows the importance of considering the user height distribution on the tilt angle optimization. Notice that by network densification, the average radius of each cell decreases and the optimal tilt angle increases. Due to small average cell size in this case, a few variation in the tilt angle results in a significant performance degradation. Fig. 5 represents the effect of users height on the optimal tilt angle for λ m = 10 −2 , β = 0.003. In this figure a = 0.5, which means that each user in 50 percent of the times is located at height of h 0 . Again it is observed that considering the user height has a significant effect on the optimal tilt angle and by increasing h 0 , the optimal tilt angle increases. The reason is that the serving BS can direct its beam to the user by larger down tilting. Also, it is observed that by further densification of the network, the optimal tilt angle increases since the average cell sizes decreases and the serving BS needs to use a larger down tilt angle to achieve maximum coverage. To be more specific, considering (40) and the NBS user association rule (in this caser = and h 0 = 30.5. It is observed that by increasing the parameter a, i.e., the percent of the time that user is located at the fixed effective height h 0 , the total height behavior converges to the case that the user is located at this height. Since in this figure h 0 = 30.5 the optimal tilt angle slightly increases by increasing the parameter a. On the contrary, if h 0 = 10 then increasing the parameter a results in a decrease of the optimal tilt angle. Fig. 7 illustrates the coverage probability versus the tilt angle for λ m = 10 −4 , m = 5, β = 0.003, a = 0.8 and h 0 = 10. This figure also compares 2DBF and 3DBF and a 'simplified model' for three different user association rules. By the 'simplified model', we mean the case that the user height distribution is ignored (user is located at h 0 = 30.5) which is usually assumed in the literature. It is seen that using 3DBF in the mmWave networks results in a significant performance improvement. Also, it is seen that ignoring the user height distribution, i.e., the 'simplified model', results in a significant degradation in the performance of the system. Fig. 8 illustrates the boundaries given by the proposed low complexity approach in (38) and (39) by considering the SBS and NBS user association rules for λ m = 10 −4 , m = 1, β = 0.03, a = 0.5 and h 0 = 30.5. As it can be seen from the figure, the optimal value of the tilt angle is within the calculated boundaries. The vertical solid line is the approximated optimal tilt angle value in (40) which is very close to the optimal tilt angle. Fig. 9 also represents the effect of 3DBF on the performance of the mmWave system in terms of λ m with m = 1, τ = 0 dB, β = 0.003, a = 0.2 and h 0 = 10. It is seen that the performance of the proposed low complexity approach is very close to the optimal value resulted from the exhaustive search.
Finally for evaluating the effect of the tilt angle on the coverage probability in a more realistic scenario, we adopt the channel model introduced in [32] . We consider the Uma channel model which is suitable for urban outdoor to outdoor communication in mmWave frequency bands and takes the users height parameter into account. The path loss equations for LOS and NLOS links are extracted from [32, parameters are given at table 1. Fig. 10 shows the results for a = 1, λ m = 10 −4 . It is observed that the coverage probability in this setup has the same trend as the model we considered in our analyses.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the effect of the users height distribution on the coverage of mmWave cellular networks that utilize three dimensional beamforming (3DBF). It was assumed that the BSs and users are equipped with multiple antennas and LOS and NLOS links are modeled by Nakagami-m and Rayleigh fading, respectively. In this setup, we considered the tilt angle optimization to maximize the coverage probability for the noise limited and interference limited regimes. In the noise limited regime, we showed that the optimal tilt angle depends on the average distance of each user to its serving BS and also its effective height. Also, in the interference limited regime, we considered three different user association rules namely the nearest BS, minimum path loss BS and the strongest BS. Due to complexity of finding the optimal tilt angle in this regime, we proposed a low complexity approach. Through numerical results, we showed that the proposed low complex approach has performance close to the optimal solution found by the exhaustive search. Also, in this regime, we analyzed the behavior of the coverage probability in some asymptotic scenarios, e.g., where the BS density tends to infinity or zero and also where the SIR threshold tends to infinity or zero. Finally, using numerical results, we showed that adopting 3DBF in the mmWave networks and also including the users height distribution in the tilt angle optimization problem, result in a significant improvement in the performance of the network, for example, the optimal tilt angle improves the coverage probability by a factor of three compared to the case that tilt angle is not optimized.
APPENDIX A
Proof: Proof of theorem 1: By definition of the coverage probability, we have
where L I (z) = E I {exp (−zI )}. In addition, we can divide the homogeneous PPP into two non-homogeneous PPP, L and N with densities λ L (x ) = λ m P L (x ) and λ N (x ) = λ m P N (x ), respectively. Since L and N are independent, we have
(49) VOLUME 7, 2019 where the last equality comes from the probability generating functional (PGFL) of the PPP [29] . Similarly, we can calcu-
APPENDIX B
Proof: Proof of theorem 3: Using the definition of the coverage probability we have
where (a) comes from the Campbell theorem [29] . With similar steps taken as in (47), we can calculate the inner probability and derive the Laplace transform of the interference. In this case, the Laplace transform is
(52)
APPENDIX C
Proof: Proof of lemma 5: As mentioned before, in the case that λ m → ∞, P C I ∼ P L c in which all the interfering BSs assumed to have LOS connection with the typical user. Thus, in this case we have
m and L I L (z) given by (49) and (36) for nearest and strongest BS user association rules with P L (r) = 1, respectively. Also, (a) is the result of the Alzer's inequality [33] and the last inequality is concluded from considering only positive terms. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove that lim λ m →∞ L I L (c n z) = 0 for the NBS user association rule. Furthermore, a similar approach can be used for the SBS user association rule. For the NBS user association rule we have (54), as shown at the top of the next page, where 2 F 1 (α, β; γ ; z) denotes the Gauss hypergeometric function [34] and we define
APPENDIX D
Proof: Using (41) we have
where we use the well known approximation 2 F 1 (α, β; γ ; z) ≈ 1 + α β γ z for small values of z. For the SBS user association rule, using (42) we have
where (a) is deduced from the definition of the beta function and the fact that B (x, 1 − x) = π sin(xπ) .
APPENDIX E
Proof: In this case for the SBS user association rule using (41) we have
where (a) comes from the fact that 2 F 1 (α, β; γ ; z) = (1 − z) 
